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Open, sunny seas. Broad, lazy rivers. Shimmering, silver lakes. 
Once you’ve spent time on the water—any water—your usual perspective is forever transformed. 

You intuitively understand what most people will never realize. 

That no road can ever take you to the best sunsets. 

That dolphin shows are infinitely better outside the aquarium. 

That the secret to happiness is whispered on every wave and wake. 

Once you know this about life on the water, you’ll never settle for less than the best means to enjoy it.

Fortunately, you’ll never have to. 

S M A R T  L U X U R Y •  S M A R T  C O M F O R T  •  S M A R T  L I V I N G  •  S M A R T  C H O I C E
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Kick up your heels. Or simply put your feet up and relax. Our supreme

Voyager® series offers the ultimate environments for letting the good times roll. Each is smartly

designed to maximize your entertainment and cruising possibilities, no matter what the 

weather conditions.

The Voyager combines the experience of navigation with guest activities to create a whole new

level in yachting freedom. A passenger-friendly pilothouse, along with a spacious and social bridge,

keeps both boating and celebrations underway. And for either day trips or extended voyages,

thoughtful amenities and necessities will comfortably accommodate versatile cruising lifestyles.  

Whether you live it up or go laid back, you’re always in good company on the remarkable Voyager.
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More room to entertain. More space for socializing.

More areas for comfortable living. The 57 Voyager is

proof that sometimes more is definitely more. 

This is the ideal vessel for both parties and privacy.

Take your pick of gathering spaces—fresh air on the

flybridge, magnificent views from the pilothouse, or

stretching out in the salon. Or take time out—retreat

to a spacious stateroom or spend a quiet morning on

the shaded cockpit. To be sure, there’s plenty of room 

and options for do-anything, go-anywhere, please-

anyone comfort. 

Then take your choice of helms. Both feature ample

passenger seating to engage your guests in the fun of

navigation. And with passengers nearby, you’ll always

be part of the activities, allowing you to more easily

enjoy your roles as captain and host.

All in all, the 57 is one exceptional yacht, for whatever

you have in mind.

SPECIFICATIONS 57 VOYAGER PILOTHOUSE

LOA (w/platform) 59'2" 18,03 m
Beam 15'4" 4,67 m
Draft 57" 1,45 m
Bridge Clearance w/arch 19' 5,79 m
Weight (w/fuel and water) 52,500 lbs. 23814 kg
Water System 200 U.S. gals. 757 liters
Holding System 100 U.S. gals. 379 liters
Fuel System 800 U.S. gals. 3028 liters
Sleeps 6 (8 optional)
(All specifications and measurements are approximate.)
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57 BRIDGE / PILOTHOUSE   

The captain is always privy to the best views, but this

incomparable pilothouse lets passengers also share in that

pleasure. With wraparound seating topped by all-around

windows, it’s an observation vantage point that’s simply

unmatched. Built for maximum comfort, the command

center is climate-controlled and features an adjustable helm

chair. Navigation electronics are always conveniently in

reach and in view. What’s more, an inside companionway

to the bridge offers ease of movement, as does a handy

sliding door amidship for foredeck access. Also an option

—a sky lounge configuration.

Party of 12? Your table is ready. The 57’s expansive fly-

bridge offers the best in al fresco entertaining. Its adjustable

seating for 12 includes two doublewide lounges and a

wraparound portside lounge that accommodates seven

adults. Ultimate conveniences are found throughout the

bridge including first-rate built-in amenities, like a wet

bar with bottle storage, available bridge icemaker, and a

grill—everything you need to make your bridge

Hospitality Central.
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57 SALON / GALLEY

Always the gathering spot, the gracious galley and inviting

salon welcome all comers. Plush seating surrounded by large

frameless windows say make yourself at home, while the

stereo/flat-screen TV component provides enjoyable options

for entertainment. Set the mood with music or pop in a DVD

on rainy days. Whatever your pleasure, this living space 

readily accommodates. 

From coq au vin to chocolate chip cookies, the galley provides

every amenity for performing as much (or, as little) cooking as

you enjoy. It’s beautifully designed with gleaming granite

countertops and floors, and it’s fully equipped. So you can

either exercise all your culinary talents, or just give the built-in

microwave a good workout.
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57 MASTER / GUEST STATEROOM

Dreams are made of this. Relax in staterooms that feature

queen, innerspring mattresses. There’s plenty of room to

dress and move about, as island berths provide generous

access from three sides. And storage abounds with ample

cabinets, drawers, and cedar-lined hanging lockers. 

Close the door on another perfect day at sea with well-

made doors of solid cherry wood frames and sapele 

pommele panels. You and your guests will appreciate the

added courtesy of separate heads with showers. Above all,

these staterooms represent privacy at its best.

0 8
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Dramatically restyled and brilliantly reshaped, the 56

is both a work of art and state-of-the-art. Our popular

Voyager design gets a dynamic new direction, as well

as some new refined features. One look at its sleek

lines and sophisticated styling and we’re predicting

love at first sight.

The art of detail is unmistakable. Deckhouse windows

provide a contemporary presentation and lengthen the

ship’s visual profile, while air intake vents integrate

architecturally with the windows. Comfort features are

evident inside and out, top to bottom, bow to stern.

Like an extended cockpit overhang, increased overhead

lighting throughout, and more tables and seating for

more perfect social settings. 

Add to this a generously appointed interior that’s as

beautiful as it is practical, and you’ve got an irresistible

retreat ready-made for family and friends. What’s not

to love?

SPECIFICATIONS 56 VOYAGER PILOTHOUSE

LOA (w/platform) 59'8" 18,2 m
Beam 15'4" 4,7 m
Draft 57" 1,45 m
Bridge Clearance w/arch 19' 5,8 m
Weight (w/fuel and water) 52,500 lbs. 23814 kg
Water System 200 U.S. gals. 757 liters
Holding System 100 U.S. gals. 379 liters
Fuel System 800 U.S. gals. 3028 liters
Sleeps 6 (8 optional)
(All specifications and measurements are approximate.)
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Fall for Some New Lines
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56 BRIDGE / PILOTHOUSE   

Huge and hospitable! The command bridge puts every-

thing you need for a day’s outing at your fingertips

including a wet bar, beverage holders, recessed cooler,

and a grill. For guests, a roomy U-shaped lounge on

portside with a fiberglass table easily accommodates

seven adults, while a companion doublewide lounge 

sits starboard. The helm seat is also doublewide and 

electrically operated for your comfort and convenience.

Know what’s even cooler? An optional bridge air chiller.

The pilothouse is another popular guest and family

gathering place. Its L-shaped lounge seating surrounds

the command center, while the ample windows afford

inspired viewing. The helm, too, wraps around—air-

craft-style—and the adjustable Ultraleather® helm seat

is yet another refined creature comfort. Contemporary

touches are emphasized in the chrome instrument bezels

and the genuine Momo, an Italian performance helm

wheel. Ciao!
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56 SALON / GALLEY

Open wide and say, “Ahhhh…” This salon’s social area makes

full use of the wide beam while window styling further opens

up the space. The roomy U-shaped dinette seats six for 

dinner or makes a relaxed conversation area when combined

with the salon’s amply sized Ultraleather® sofa. Of course

we’ve included a first-rate entertainment system. Its crown

jewel is a retractable 30'' plasma TV that floats above the 

galley when engaged; a brilliant move!  

The 56 galley is fully equipped with all-natural ingredients…

well, that is, if it’s natural to want everything. Coffeemaker,

refrigerator, freezer, built-in microwave/convection oven,

electric range, and a wall-mounted oven are all standard.

Granite countertops and flooring, as well as brushed 

stainless steel appliances, provide a contemporary look

worthy of a deluxe condominium.

1 4
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56 MASTER / GUEST STATEROOM

A special place to retreat from the world, the master

stateroom beckons with unparalleled comfort. The island

berth features an oversized queen innerspring mattress

along with two berth end tables and overhead recessed

lights for your nighttime reading. A five-drawer dresser

neatly stores your belongings, as do the abundant 

storage cabinets and three hanging lockers.

Sweet dreams and soothing surroundings await your

guests in two additional staterooms. One features an

island berth with queen innerspring mattress; the other,

upper and lower twin bunks. Each has amenities, 

storage, and luxury to indulge both company and family.

A convenient guest head includes two entrances that lead

either to the VIP stateroom or to the companionway. 

1 6
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The best places aren’t on a map. They’re in all the corners

you call home. And you’ll easily feel right at home on the

53 Voyager, wherever it takes you. 

For starters, it has all the amenities you’d expect from a

vacation residence, including a well-appointed galley and

generously sized staterooms. Then there’s supple

Ultraleather® seating to sink into after a long day of water

activities. Or dine al fresco at the large dinette/lounge

atop the bridge. Whether you choose the pilothouse or sky

lounge configuration, your guests are always comfortable

and close by. And either brings a whole new dimension to

the phrase “relaxed luxury.”  

Engineered to take you places, the 53 has generous fuel,

water, and holding tank capacities for extended cruises.

Its performance and overall features let you travel far and

wide. All without ever leaving the comforts of home.
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Paradise Found

SPECIFICATIONS 53 VOYAGER PILOTHOUSE

LOA (w/platform) 53'9" 16,38 m
Beam 15'4" 4,67 m
Draft 57" 1,45 m
Bridge Clearance w/arch 19' 5,79 m
Weight (w/fuel and water) 48,500 lbs. 22000 kg
Water System 200 U.S. gals. 757 liters
Holding System 100 U.S. gals. 379 liters
Fuel System 800 U.S. gals. 3028 liters
Sleeps 6 (8 optional)
(All specifications and measurements are approximate.)
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53 BRIDGE / PILOTHOUSE   

Canis Major. Orion. The Little Dipper. This bridge 

is the ultimate moon roof and the perfect spot for

stargazing. A starboard, doublewide lounge flanks a

U-shaped portside lounge that can accommodate six

adults—room enough for all your night-sky fans. By

day, it converts to an ideal sun lounge. Whether night

or day, you and your passengers will appreciate 

the wet bar with prep surface, and other thoughtful 

conveniences, like a table with four integrated 

beverage holders. There’s lots of storage, of course,

and pre-wired stereo speakers ready to carry the

perfect music for watching perfect sunsets.

Everyone wants a turn at being first mate and the 

L-shaped lounge in the 53’s pilothouse gives all your

guests the privilege. The comfy seating area also

makes them feel privileged by surrounding them in

such fine details as countertops with sapele pommele

inlay and cherry wood trim. But the best seat by far is

reserved for the captain. The wraparound helm comes

complete with a six-way, electrically adjustable seat and

puts all navigation equipment conveniently within view.
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53 SALON / GALLEY

These large, frameless windows are sure to improve

everyone’s outlook. They’re complemented by the salon’s

open-air concept that takes full-beam advantage of the

space, and promises to keep guests in the middle of 

every activity—even if it’s just lounging on the roomy

Ultraleather® seating. For a change of scenery, the 30'' 

LCD flat-screen TV is also in full view of everyone, and

includes a component stereo with AM/FM receiver and

DVD changer. 

One cannot live on bread alone. Or sandwiches, for that

matter. That’s why this galley includes all the conveniences

for preparing meals of a heartier variety. Give your 

culinary creativity free reign with a built-in convection

oven and microwave, coffeemaker, and a refrigerator/

freezer unit. Cleanup comes easy as well with a wrap-

around backsplash, a two-basin sink, and countertops

and floors custom-crafted of exotic granite—as beautiful

as they are practical. 
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53 MASTER / GUEST STATEROOM

When it’s time to unwind, both the master and VIP

staterooms provide a bit of thoughtful pampering.

Queen island berths feature innerspring mattresses,

while both staterooms have private head access. You’ll

also find full-height, cedar-lined lockers in each, and

plenty of storage for all your longer journeys.

Fun and functional, the third stateroom features the

versatility of upper and lower twin berths with extra

room for storage. A handy nightstand with cherry

wood trim sits berth-side, while a sizable drawer

beneath the bottom berth and a nearby hanging locker

stand ready to be filled.
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beneath the bottom berth and a nearby hanging locker

stand ready to be filled.



You’ll create any excuse to invite friends and family onto

your new 46 Voyager. And why not? With so many

amenities and such abundant space, you’ll have good 

reason to celebrate.

The salon is surrounded by frameless windows that allow

in maximum ambient light by day while giving your guests

expansive views of your travels. There’s also comfortable

lounge seating along with a generously equipped galley to

let you entertain with style and confidence. And with

ample stateroom accommodations, you can extend your

trips along with those invitations.

So go ahead. Put out the welcome mat. After all, 

Ice Appreciation Week only comes once a year.
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SPECIFICATIONS 46 VOYAGER GS

LOA (w/platform) 46'11" 14,30 m
Beam 14'11" 4,55 m
Draft 43" 1,09 m
Bridge Clearance w/arch 19'11" 6,07 m
Weight (w/fuel and water) 39,600 lbs. 17963 kg
Water System 150 U.S. gals. 568 liters
Holding System 80 U.S. gals. 303 liters
Fuel System 560 U.S. gals. 2120 liters
Sleeps 6 (8 optional)
(All specifications and measurements are approximate.)

It’s National Barefoot Day
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46 SALON / GALLEY

Now, this is what an open invitation looks like. A 

spacious salon designed both for all-out entertaining

and total relaxation. Contemporary décor that translates

into comfortable sophistication. And all the necessities

for enjoying the time while underway. Like a convenient

dry bar and a fine entertainment group that includes 

a 20" flat-screen TV/DVD and AM/FM/CD stereo.

The elevated U-shaped dinette/lounge provides yet

another choice entertainment spot with seating for

four, and an enviable opportunity to take advantage of

the spectacular views.

We know a great place to dine that’s loaded with

atmosphere…and amenities. The galley contains

everything you need to prepare all your favorite

recipes. Boil, bake, or brown with an electric range

and built-in microwave. You’ll also appreciate the

ample workspace thanks to the space-saving refrigerator

and freezer units, as well as the recessed coffeemaker.

Bon appétit!  

46 BRIDGE

It’s hard to top this—a sunny day spent at sea relaxing

on the starboard, doublewide lounge or the U-shaped

portside lounge that accommodates five adults.

Especially when the seating is as comfortable and stylish

as it is on the 46. And particularly when bridge 

conveniences include a table with five beverage holders,

a wet bar with sink, a prep surface, and storage beneath.

Did we mention the portside lounge also converts to 

a sun lounge? More sunscreen please.

2 6
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46 MASTER / GUEST STATEROOMS

Some temptations are too great to ignore. Like falling

into the plushness of the queen island berth in the

master stateroom. Stretch out in comfort or move

about with ease thanks to its full standing headroom

and three-sided access. And finding a place to store

everything is a breeze with ample cabinets, drawers,

and cedar-lined hanging lockers throughout the 

stateroom level.

Your guest list changes, and so can your accommodations

on the 46. The VIP stateroom offers the versatility of

twin berths that convert to a queen when used with a

center filler. A third stateroom provides a double

berth with plentiful storage beneath. And the two

head compartments include a stylish vanity, as well as

a shower stall with bench seat.

4 6  V O Y A G E R G S  |  2 92 8
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Too many vacation days. Too much shoreline. You can

never have enough of either and the 45 Voyager is the

most enjoyable way to pursue it all. With so many good

things onboard, too much fun is never out of the question.

From bridge to below, the living areas are brilliantly

designed for optimum entertaining and relaxation, with

ample room to spare. Complementing the spaciousness

are welcome amenities and comfortable accommodations,

including two well-appointed staterooms. And there are

plenty of activities to be had both on and off the cockpit,

which features overhead sun protection, stowage lockers,

and a transom platform with hidden swim ladder.  

Explore all there is to see and do on the very livable, 

thoroughly luxurious 45 Voyager. 

4 5  V O Y A G E R P I L O T H O U S E |  3 1
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SPECIFICATIONS 45 VOYAGER PILOTHOUSE

LOA (w/platform) 46'11" 14,30 m
Beam 14'11" 4,55 m
Draft 43" 1,09 m
Bridge Clearance w/arch 19'11" 6,07 m
Weight (w/fuel and water) 39,600 lbs. 17963 kg
Water System 150 U.S. gals. 568 liters
Holding System 80 U.S. gals. 303 liters
Fuel System 560 U.S. gals. 2120 liters
Sleeps 4 (6 optional)
(All specifications and measurements are approximate.)

Too Much of a Good Thing Is Impossible
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45 BRIDGE / PILOTHOUSE

An evening of conversation with friends at anchor. Or

a sunny afternoon cruise with the kids. Entertainment

options are as different as night and day on the open

and spacious bridge. A curved portside lounge and

indispensable table make for an inviting gathering

spot, while additional seating is offered on the double-

wide lounge at starboard. A wet bar with sink, ample

beverage holders, and pre-wired stereo speakers help

to promote the hospitality. And a companion seat at

the helm encourages any passenger to enjoy a terrific

first-mate experience.  

For ultimate comfort and convenience, a very accom-

modating pilothouse awaits inside the 45. Among its

many features, it includes a streamlined, wraparound

windshield and a captain’s chair that easily adjusts to

your comfort level. There’s also generous seating for

your pilothouse passengers courtesy of the inviting 

U-shaped lounge. And a practical pilothouse door 

sits starboard.
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45 SALON / GALLEY

Weather won’t cooperate with your excursion? No

problem. Every cloud has a silver lining and this salon

is certainly it. You and your passengers will enjoy all

the comforts of this exceptionally livable space no

matter what the circumstance. Help yourself to the

wet bar, stretch out on the lounge or sofa, and tune in

to the first-rate entertainment group. It features a 20''

flat-screen TV, satellite radio with AM/FM receiver,

and DVD. 

Discriminating cooks will earn enthusiastic applause in

this well-equipped galley. Beautiful granite countertops

and practical wood plank flooring set the stage for

culinary inspiration. The galley’s star performers

include the built-in convection/microwave oven, a

smooth-top electric range, and an upright refrigerator

and freezer unit. The grand dessert finale wouldn’t be

complete without a robust cup of coffee, courtesy of

the built-in coffeemaker. 

3 2
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45 MASTER / GUEST STATEROOMS

You’ll find your dreams when you lose yourself in the

luxury of the master stateroom. The tranquil space

offers an island berth with a queen innerspring mattress

flanked by beautiful end tables featuring sapele pommele

inlay and cherry wood trim. Storage is ideal and

includes two cedar-lined hanging lockers, abundant

cabinets, drawers, even space beneath the mattress.

Behind a warm cherry wood and frosted glass door is

the private master head which includes a generous

shower stall complete with bench seat. 

The VIP stateroom delivers oversized comfort with its

oversized queen island berth. Its mirrored headboard,

overhead halogen lights, and carpeted step-ups invite

guests to nestle in and thoroughly relax. Two solid

cherry wood doors promote privacy; one as an entrance

to the stateroom, the other offering access to the 

private guest head. 
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The Ultimate Playhouse

Family or Friends. Privacy or Play. However you bring

your favorite people together on the water, our Motor Yachts help put the fun in functional. Each

aft cabin vessel provides relaxed living space and a scope of amenities that genuinely accommodate

you and your guests. 

For twice the comfort and double the enjoyment, cabin configurations are built on the en suite 

concept, offering two quiet stateroom retreats separated by the entire length of the yacht. Between

staterooms is a common living area that adds luxury to entertaining. And throughout, there’s Carver

craftsmanship and quality that lives up to the way you live. 

Carver Motor Yachts. The perfect balance between having space all to yourself and sharing it 

with those you care most about. 

S M A R T  L U X U R Y  •  S M A R T  C O M F O R T •  S M A R T  L I V I N G  •  S M A R T  C H O I C E

Motor Yachts
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5056

Need some breathing room? We’ve created two perfect antidotes 

for boating’s all-too-common cramped-quarters syndrome. The

remarkably designed 56 and 50 Motor Yachts open up traditional

interiors and maximize exteriors to create environments that 

redefine roominess.

The raised, nearly flush-deck walkarounds expand living space to the

full width of the beam. The result is a wider, roomier interior that

seamlessly integrates the salon, galley, and dining area into one

“great room.” In fact, you’ll find plenty of great room for your 

capacity crowds with three main levels for entertaining: the cabin,

flybridge, and aft deck. And all can be enclosed and air-conditioned

to improve on Mother Nature. When adventure calls, the 56 also

offers an expansive cockpit that’s perfect for nonstop water activities.

Taking in the view doesn’t get any better thanks to the models’ 

two-tiered elliptical windows. They provide all your guests, whether

seated or standing, a healthy dose of inspiring scenery. 
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56/50M o t o r  Ya c h t s

SPECIFICATIONS 56 MOTOR YACHT 50 MOTOR YACHT

LOA (w/platform) 59'2" 18,03 m 51'7" 15,72 m
Beam 15'4" 4,67 m 15'4" 4,67 m
Draft 54" 1,37 m 54" 1,37 m
Bridge Clearance w/arch 20'10" 6,35 m 20'10" 6,35 m
Weight (w/fuel and water) 54,167 lbs. 24570 kg 47,900 lbs. 21727 kg
Water System 158 U.S. gals. 598 liters 158 U.S. gals. 598 liters
Holding System 95 U.S. gals. 360 liters 95 U.S. gals. 360 liters
Fuel System 646 U.S. gals. 2120 liters 510 U.S. gals. 1931 liters
Sleeps 6 (8 optional) 6 (8 optional)
(All specifications and measurements are approximate.)
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The Prescription for Shortness of Breath
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56/50 MASTER / GUEST STATEROOM

The royal treatment awaits you and your guests in the master

and guest staterooms. Both feature queen berths with inner-

spring mattresses to welcome dreamers and weary seafarers in

comfort. The peaceful staterooms are separated by the entire

length of the vessel and boast solid cherry wood doors to 

further enhance the privacy. On the 56, there’s also sliding-

door access from the master stateroom to the cockpit, the

perfect spot for morning coffee or an afternoon read.

Storage is plentiful throughout the two cabins thanks to

cedar-lined hanging lockers, ample drawers, and abundant

cabinets. These appealing amenities, along with stateroom

stereo speakers, provide you and your passengers with all the

comforts of home.

There’s welcome convenience in the two head compartments,

which include elegant vanities. The VIP head also offers a

roomy shower stall complete with an integral bench seat. A

separate head and a shower/tub compartment are featured in

the master, centered by the stylish vanity.

The generous double berth in the third stateroom is equally

complemented by the generous storage beneath its mattress.

Cabinets, drawers, and a hanging locker round out the 

storage conveniences. And every stateroom is bathed in the

graceful beauty of cherry wood countertops, décor-matched

curtains, and soft, recessed lighting.

56/50 SALON / GALLEY

Great company. Great conversation. Great dining. This

grand design brings all the elements of entertainment

together in one richly furnished great room. The salon,

galley, and dining area flow as one expansive space to create

a new dimension in livability. Freestanding dining table

and chairs provide added flexibility, while the inviting and

comfortable lounge features an impressive entertainment

group complete with TV, stereo, and CD/DVD.

Why is it that seafood always tastes better when you catch

it yourself? Your family had such fun netting bay crabs,

and this space lets everyone enjoy the job of boiling them.

The open and fully equipped galley includes an electric

cooktop, built-in convection oven and microwave, and

coffeemaker. Large refrigerator and freezer units add plenty

of storage without compromising space. And custom-

crafted granite countertops and floors are durable, 

beautiful, and so easy to clean.

4 0
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SPECIFICATIONS 46 MOTOR YACHT

LOA (w/platform) 46'11" 14,30 m
Beam 14'11" 4,55 m
Draft 42'6" 1,08 m
Bridge Clearance w/arch 19'5" 5,92 m
Weight (w/fuel and water) 37,000 lbs. 16783 kg
Water System 130 U.S. gals. 492 liters
Holding System 80 U.S. gals. 303 liters
Fuel System 480 U.S. gals. 1817 liters
Sleeps 5 (8 optional)
(All specifications and measurements are approximate.)

Cocktails and canapés on the aft deck. Or canasta and

chips in the salon. What you do with all the wide-open

spaces on the 46 is entirely up to you and your guests’

imagination. In fact, when you consider the expansiveness

of the bridge and the exceptionally spacious interior, an

endless number of cruising and entertainment possibilities

await you.

Raised side decks help to create the generous salon 

proportions, while the bridge has sufficient space to offer

numerous amenities. They include a wraparound lounge

with seating for four, an adjustable helm seat, two 

companion swivel chairs, and a stylish control console. 

For another favorite gathering spot, take the integral

stairway from the bridge to the roomy aft deck. There

you’ll find conveniences that make hosting effortless, like

a wet bar with bottle storage. For additional passenger

comfort, a hardtop covers the entire deck, complete with

skylight for those starry, starry nights.  

Contemporary décor graces the interior and deep, warm

cherry wood throughout the vessel makes an elegant

statement. With both comfort and style, there’s truly 

a measure of pleasure built into every inch of the 46 

Motor Yacht.
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46M o t o r  Ya c h t
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Open to Interpretation
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46 MASTER / GUEST STATEROOM

Is it possible that a room can quicken your pulse and soothe

your nature in the same instant? It is if you’re standing in the

spacious 46 master stateroom. Unmistakable luxury indulges

your senses while unsurpassed comfort welcomes your sensi-

bilities. A queen island berth with innerspring mattress yields

pleasant dreams by night and plenty of three-sided room to

move about in the morning. There’s also abundant storage

that includes a cedar-lined locker, as well as an elegant master

head with a roomy shower stall and bench seat.    

A restful retreat awaits your family or other guests in the VIP

stateroom, which also offers a queen island berth, cedar-lined

locker storage, and convenient access to the guest head, complete

with stylish vanity and shower stall with bench seating.

Elegant details continue in the smart midstateroom, which

features a single berth, décor-matched curtains, a convenient

hanging locker, and padded bulkheads. 

Be sure to set the automatic feature on the coffeemaker 

before you retire—there’s so much comfort throughout each

stateroom in the 46, the aroma may be the only thing to wake

you and your guests come morning. 

46 SALON / GALLEY  

Put your feet up and turn up the smooth jazz in this 

full-beam salon, which includes all the extras of life at 

its most comfortable. Among them, an exceptional 

entertainment center with TV/DVD and stereo, a dry 

bar cabinet complete with bottle holders, and a plush

Ultraleather® lounge for unwinding after a full day of

boating. The warmth of cherry wood envelops the space

and additional seating opposite the lounge provides more

room for relaxation.

For a galley that’s a reflection of your good taste, look 

no further than the 46. Granite countertops and wood

planking underfoot combine beauty and utility. Full-

service features include a built-in convection oven and

microwave, as well as refrigerator and freezer units.

Guests can pull up to the snack bar or gather around the

dinette for some relaxed dining and easy conversation

about your next cruise stops.

4 4
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Some choices in life are easy to make, like paper or plastic. Then

there are the choices you get with Carver’s 44 and 39 Motor Yachts.

With their versatile accommodations, making your mind up won’t be

easy, but no dilemma will be as much fun to resolve.

Imagine the entertainment possibilities you’ll enjoy with your choice

of two interior configurations. Both models feature an intimate breakfast

bar in the salon and an expansive starboard lounge all within one

“great room.” Or choose the ES Edition (Extended Salon) for a more

open design that accommodates a dinette and an L-shaped portside 

lounge. Either way, Carver’s signature design of the raised-walk deck

allows for a wider, much roomier cabin than other yachts this size.

Then take your beverages to the bridge where you’ll find a comfy 

L-shaped lounge that seats five, along with a wet bar and handy bottle

storage. There’s easy access to the aft deck thanks to a convenient integral

bridge stairway. Once there, you and your passengers will appreciate

the hardtop that covers the entire deck along with its wing doors. 

To make your preference decision even more challenging, the 44 offers

a cockpit that lets you and your guests take your pick of water activities.
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44/39 M o t o r  Ya c h t s

SPECIFICATIONS 44/ES MOTOR YACHT 39/ES MOTOR YACHT

LOA (w/platform) 46'6" 14,17 m 40'7" 12,37 m
Beam 13'11" 4,24 m 13'11" 4,24 m
Draft 42" 1,07 m 42" 1,07 m
Bridge Clearance w/arch 18'0" 5,49 m 18'0" 5,49 m
Weight (w/fuel and water) 33,860 lbs. 15359 kg 29,500 lbs. 13381 kg
Weight ES Design 34,260 lbs. 15540 kg 29,900 lbs. 13563 kg
Water System 90 U.S. gals. 341 liters 90 U.S. gals. 341 liters
Holding System 72 U.S. gals. 273 liters 72 U.S. gals. 273 liters
Fuel System 404 U.S. gals. 1529 liters 330 U.S. gals. 1249 liters
Sleeps 4 (6 optional) 4 (6 optional)
(All specifications and measurements are approximate.)

44 3944 ES 39 ES

4 6

Eeney, Meeney, Miney…Whoa
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44/39 Salon

44/39 SALON / GALLEY

Step out of the ordinary and into distinctive living with a

salon that offers both style and comfort. Your boating

plans are meant to bring family and friends together, and

this “great room” design enhances the experience. A single

social setting, it combines galley, salon, and seating to 

raise the entertainment value of every cruise. Large, 

frameless windows let in welcome light, along with those

breathtaking views.

Here’s a recipe for the perfect galley. Start with an electric

stove and preheat the built-in convection oven and

microwave. Mix in the upright refrigerator and freezer

units, conserving counter space. Then add one recessed

coffeemaker and, voila! You’re ready to serve up warm 

hospitality to family and friends.   

4 8
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44/39 MASTER / GUEST STATEROOM

Often the smallest touches make the biggest impact,

and the master stateroom is resplendent with stylish

details. Like nightstands and countertops with sapele

pommele inlay and lustrous cherry wood trim. There’s

generous storage that includes a cedar-lined hanging

locker. And the queen island berth with innerspring

mattress offers a peaceful retreat to refresh and 

reinvigorate you for another day of cruising. Plus, 

the 44 offers sliding-door access from the master 

stateroom to the aft deck.

One look at the forward stateroom and your guest list

just got longer. Its comfortable queen island berth will

indulge any passengers, and the cedar-lined hanging

lockers will accommodate all their belongings. A 

mirrored headboard reflects the elegant décor, which

is also complemented in the matching curtains. In fact,

with so many guest-pleasing comforts, they might

even expect room service.
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The 36 Motor Yacht and its smartly designed spaciousness

will cast its spell on you. You’ll be astonished at the amount

of living space that’s been engineered into this craft. 

In fact, the advanced, raised walk-deck design helps to

create the roomiest cabin in its size range.

You’ll be further captivated by the stunning interior.

Cherry wood cabinetry with high-gloss finish, plush

seating, and a contemporary décor prove this yacht is

styled to make a lasting impression. And ambient daylight

enhances the openness thanks to large, frameless windows

and Carver’s signature two-tiered window design. 

On top of all that roominess and great looks, there’s a 

flybridge that’s sure to please you and your passengers.

With comfortable stay-all-day seating and a fully equipped

console, your family and friends will enjoy taking part in

the enjoyment of every cruise. 

All in all, there’s plenty to smile about aboard the extraor-

dinarily accommodating 36.

SPECIFICATIONS 36 MOTOR YACHT

LOA (w/platform) 36'11" 11,25 m
Beam 13'2" 4,01 m
Draft 38" 0,97 m
Bridge Clearance w/arch 17'10' 5,44 m
Weight (w/fuel and water) 21,800 lbs. 9888 kg
Water System 70 U.S. gals. 265 liters
Holding System 36 U.S. gals. 136 liters
Fuel System 250 U.S. gals. 946 liters
Sleeps 6
(All specifications and measurements are approximate.)
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Warning: May Cause Permanent Smiling
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36 SALON / GALLEY

We’ve always heard that it’s not the destination that 

matters, but the journey. And this salon is certainly the

reason behind that philosophy. With so much comfort

and ambient light, getting there is most definitely the

better part of the voyage. An Ultraleather® lounge invites

friends and family to sit back and relax, while the 

integrated dinette comfortably seats another four 

passengers. Then when kids need movies or adults want

music, the first-rate entertainment group delivers, with 

a TV/DVD and AM/FM/CD stereo. 

Whether it’s mom’s home cooking or a gourmet feast, the

galley is fully equipped to dish it up. There’s ample room

for preparation, cooking, and serving, with added storage

for all your kitchen essentials. Featured appliances include

an electric range, built-in convection oven and

microwave, coffeemaker, and refrigerator and freezer

units. And warm, cherry wood cabinetry provides the

perfect environment to inspire culinary creativity.  
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36 MASTER / GUEST STATEROOM

A little R&R starts and ends with this well-appointed

master stateroom. The offset, double island berth is a

dramatic feature yet offers full walk-around access.

Cherry wood nightstands are welcome amenities, as

are the hanging lockers, storage drawers, and cabinets,

which provide room for all your clothes and other

belongings. A private head with shower stall and vanity

lets you start the day, or prepare for a night out, in

complete comfort.

Behind a solid cherry wood door lies the guest state-

room, another gracious, relaxing retreat. The double,

offset berth invites weary ones to rest for the night or

indulge in a nap on those rainy afternoons. There’s

plenty of personal storage thanks to a hanging locker,

cabinets, and drawers, all gleaming in high-gloss 

cherry. Your guests’ privacy is further enhanced by 

the convenient access to the forward head.

5 6
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Expand Your Horizons

Throw off the bowlines and get ready to explore more, see more, enjoy more.

Carver’s remarkable Sedans let you escape the ordinary express-cruiser experience. With lots of

room and all the views, this is truly out-of-the-box yachting. 

It all starts with more livable space and includes your choice of activity areas. The open-concept

salons extend the simple pleasure of viewing the outdoors from the comfort of the in. The full-size

cockpits take full advantage of water sports. And each flybridge is roomy and accommodating, ready

to serve as both command and entertainment central. 

Through simplicity of design, Carver Sedans create environments that are more open to 

total enjoyment.

S M A R T  L U X U R Y  •  S M A R T  C O M F O R T  •  S M A R T  L I V I N G  •  S M A R T  C H O I C E

Sedans
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Dayboating. Weekend getaways. Sunset cruises. You’ll

want to do it all on the 42 Mariner, and you can.

Designed with water activities in mind and entertainment

possibilities top of mind, the spirited 42 will accommodate

all your pursuits.

Dive, fish, or swim from the expansive cockpit. Then

make your way to the bridge courtesy of an integrated

stairway. There you’ll find comfortable seating for eight

and a convenient and welcome wet bar.

The stylish raised-walk deck design and unique, single-

level floor plan work to create the vessel’s lower center 

of gravity. The result is great looks with performance to

match thanks to an enhanced sense of stability. 

Carver’s signature two-tiered window design lightens up

the interior and opens up the living space. Surprising larger-

yacht amenities grace the galley and salon, while a unique

dinette/lounge offers yet another spacious gathering 

spot. And to help accommodate your overnight guests, 

a second stateroom includes convertible fixtures. 

SPECIFICATIONS 42 MARINER

LOA (w/platform) 44'5" 13,54 m
Beam 13'11" 4,24 m
Draft 32" 0,81 m
Bridge Clearance w/arch 19'2" 5,84 m
Weight (w/fuel and water) 31,280 lbs. 14189 kg
Water System 95 U.S. gals. 360 liters
Holding System 35 U.S. gals. 133 liters
Fuel System 400 U.S. gals. 1514 liters
Sleeps 4 (6 optional)
(All specifications and measurements are approximate.)
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Clinically Tested to Boost Your Energy
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42 MASTER / GUEST STATEROOM

All the bells and whistles, but none of the noise. This

master stateroom is a quiet retreat providing both 

pampering and privacy. Its luxurious touches will impress

you, starting with a queen island berth, a mirrored

headboard, and carpeted steps. Behind beautiful cherry

wood, you’ll find plenty of storage cabinets and drawers,

even a cedar-lined hanging locker. And there’s access

to a private head complete with shower stall and elegant

vanity. Every feature makes this stateroom an easy place

to call your home away from home.  

Whether you have a growing family or a growing guest

list, this two-stateroom layout is both kid-friendly and

adult-worthy. Younger skippers in your family will love

the twin berths in the guest stateroom. Or for adults,

convert the twins to a comfy double berth with the

help of a center filler. With drawers, cabinets, and a

cedar-lined locker, there’s plenty of storage to stow

clothes, personal belongings, or those favorite toys.

42 SALON / GALLEY

Ample Ultraleather® seating. Your favorite music drifting

through the entertainment system. A spectacular view and

a cool beverage. Could life get any better? Actually, it can,

when you consider that this full-beam salon also has 

plenty of room for family and friends. Especially popular

is the integrated dinette in the altogether-raised lounge—

the perfect spot to settle that board-game challenge 

or linger after a great meal. The AM/FM/CD stereo and

satellite radio system can set the perfect mood. Or make 

it movie night with the salon’s TV and DVD player.  

For a galley that has everything you need and puts it 

all within easy reach, look no further than the 42. It’s 

fully equipped to include an electric stove, recessed 

coffeemaker, and built-in convection oven and microwave.

The space-efficient refrigerator and freezer units sit 

side-by-side, and are conveniently placed undercounter

to further free up your surfaces for prep work and serving. 

6 2
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The space-efficient refrigerator and freezer units sit 

side-by-side, and are conveniently placed undercounter

to further free up your surfaces for prep work and serving. 
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SPECIFICATIONS 36 MARINER

LOA (w/platform) 36'7" 11,15 m
Beam 12'9" 3,89 m
Draft 37" 0,94 m
Bridge Clearance w/arch 14'2" 4,32 m
Weight (w/fuel and water) 18,800 lbs. 8528 kg
Water System 75 U.S. gals. 284 liters
Holding System 20 U.S. gals. 76 liters
Fuel System 250 U.S. gals. 946 liters
Sleeps 5
(All specifications and measurements are approximate.)
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36 M a r i n e r

There it is again. That small voice. That impulse, deep

down, telling you to break out. And there’s no way the

36 Mariner will let you ignore it. With a roomy cockpit

and a bridge built for entertainment, it’ll help you exercise

your capacity for fun. 

The distinctive single-level floor plan features a full-beam

salon with plenty of sit-down or walkabout space.

There’s also sleeping accommodations for five within the

intelligently designed cabin. 

Two integral fiberglass stairways lead to a welcoming

bridge that takes the concept of open-air entertaining to

new heights. Port and starboard lounges, plus an aft,

four-wide bench seat add up to generous seating for 11.

The hospitality level is further enhanced by the wet bar

that encourages your guests to help themselves.

Captain’s comforts include a control console with full

instrumentation crowned by a wraparound windshield.

For more instant fun, just add water. The sizeable cockpit

provides ample room for all those wet and wild water

sports, and the integrated transom platform even

includes a stowaway ladder.

6 4

All Work and No Play Is Impossible
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36 MASTER STATEROOM

Ready to dissolve tension and experience some serious

stress relief? Let the master stateroom become your

therapeutic sanctuary. Close the solid cherry wood

door on the outside world and relax in the comfort of

a double berth. Take as much time as you want on

your cruise—a hanging locker, drawers, and cabinets

provide all the storage you need to extend your voyage. 

As an added convenience, the luxurious head com-

partment features private access. Soothe your cares

away in the spacious walk-in shower with bench seat.

A stylish vanity adds the final touch to this gratifying

personal retreat.

36 SALON / GALLEY

Whether you lead a very full social life or treasure your

family time, this full-beam salon aims to please. Both

friends and family will find comfort and leisure on the 

L-shaped, Ultraleather® lounge, as well as in the companion

dinette lounge. Its cherry wood tabletop hosts mealtimes

or pastimes with equal ease. And an entertainment group

offers viewing or listening pleasures by way of a TV and

AM/FM/CD stereo.

Simplicity, functionality, and great aesthetics are the

ingredients in this fine galley. You’ll find everything you

need to whet your culinary appetite, from an electric

range, to the built-in microwave. The upright refrigerator

and freezer unit leaves plenty of space for drawers and

cabinets to store all those necessary kitchen supplies and

essentials. And when it’s time for cleanup, the wood plank

flooring makes it a breeze.

6 6
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SPECIFICATIONS 36 SEDAN

LOA (w/platform) 37'8" 11,48 m
Beam 13'2" 4,01 m
Draft 31" 0,79 m
Bridge Clearance w/arch 14'6" 4,42 m
Weight (w/fuel and water) 24,746 lbs. 11225 kg
Water System 75 U.S. gals. 284 liters
Holding System 25 U.S. gals. 95 liters
Fuel System 280 U.S. gals. 1060 liters
Sleeps 4 (6 optional)
(All specifications and measurements are approximate.)
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36 S e d a n

Make the most of the moments that count the most—

your leisure time. The 36 Sedan lets you initiate spur-of-the-

moment activities and reconnect with what truly matters.

This incomparable yacht will capture the spirit of

adventure or simply introduce you to a new outlook on

relaxation. It can be a sportsman’s dream or the perfect

background for family fun. Inside, the large, full-beam

cabin features a salon with Ultraleather® seating for all.

Warm cherry wood cabinetry is complemented by warm

ambient light, courtesy of Carver’s signature two-tiered

windows. The vessel’s sleeping accommodations include

two comfortable and well-appointed staterooms. 

Then take the fun outside starting with a spacious and

welcoming bridge. It features ample passenger seating

and a captain’s chair in comfortable reach of the

ergonomically designed dash. Hit the water for fishing,

diving, or swimming off a large and considerable cockpit,

which is sure to please your nature-loving sensibilities. 

6 8

Because Life Isn’t a Spectator Sport
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36 MASTER / GUEST STATEROOM

Both formal and informal, this master stateroom 

combines elegance and comfort into one inspirational

retreat. The inviting queen berth and beautiful night-

stands reflect the level of luxury you deserve, while the

solid cherry wood stateroom door provides the privacy

you need. Hanging lockers, storage cabinets, and

drawers make quick work of neatly stowing all your

belongings. And isn’t it nice to have convenient 

stateroom access to the head? Nicer still is the 

accommodating shower stall and a stylish vanity. 

The kids or the in-laws? Your fishing buddies or your

favorite cruising couple? This guest stateroom gives

you the versatility to provide accommodations that

suit the circumstance. A double berth converts to twins

with a removable center filler. And with an accent on

style, the stateroom’s details include cherry wood

countertops, décor-matched curtains, and a solid

handcrafted wood door for your guests’ privacy, 

whoever the lucky passengers are.

36 SALON / GALLEY

A sunny spot for breakfast or a dinner with stars eaves-

dropping through the windows. The raised dinette with

Ultraleather® lounge offers breathtaking views, as does

this yacht’s spacious salon. Savor the light and elegance 

of the two-tiered windows from the salon’s plush sofa,

where you can also enjoy the sights and sounds of an

entertainment group that features TV, DVD, and

AM/FM/CD stereo. 

Delicious meals don’t have to be difficult, but this galley

makes every recipe downright easy and enjoyable. There’s

a smooth-top electric stove and a built-in convection

oven and microwave to heat up your chef-like imagination.

A side-by-side refrigerator and freezer unit, as well as a

recessed coffeemaker, conserve your counter space. Cleanup

is also an easy task, thanks to solid surface countertops

and the beautiful but practical wood plank flooring.

7 0
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Continuing our leadership tradition of world-class yacht construction and handcrafted luxury, Carver Yachts will

soon introduce three new and exceptional models. Each is smartly designed for the ultimate cruising experience that

has become synonymous with the Carver Yachts brand.  

41 Cockpit  Motor Yacht
Our always-popular en suite concept receives some new design ideas in livability and luxury. 

38 Super Sport Sedan & 33 Super Sport Sedan
More amenities, extra comfort, and exciting sport options enhance our perennial favorite, the Sedan.

Details coming soon to your nearest Carver Yacht dealership, or watch our Website at 

www.carveryachts.com for more information. 

New Cruising Excitement on the Horizon

S M A R T  L I V I N G  •  S M A R T  C O M F O R T  •  S M A R T  L U X U R Y

7 2

COMMITMENT AT EVERY LEVEL

It’s what contributes to the total Carver ownership experience. And

it’s why our motor yachts inspire complete owner confidence, from

the first launch to a lifetime of cruising.

Carver Yachts are smartly designed and brilliantly engineered to let

you take full advantage of every life-enhancing moment onboard.

With over 50 years of boat-building expertise, we’re never satisfied

with creating anything less than the finest luxury cruising yachts in

the world. Each Carver model is intelligently crafted to the highest

performance and quality standards known to the industry.

Through in-house quality assurance and with handcrafted precision,

we ensure world-class construction. We extend an open invitation to

visit our Wisconsin plants and observe integrity in action. You’ll 

witness the incomparable workmanship, the superior materials, and

the steadfast manufacturing standards that go into each of our

exceptional yachts. 

A PROMISE OF PROTECTION

We build our yachts better so we can back

them better. Nowhere is this dedication to

your utmost satisfaction demonstrated best

than in our industry-leading 7-5-1 Carver

Confidence Protection Plan. 

This limited warranty provides a full seven years of protection on

the hull and deck structure, five years against blistering of the hull

laminate, and a comprehensive one-year limited warranty on other

manufactured parts. And because the warranty is transferable, it

assures you of added value should you ever choose to sell your boat.

EXPERIENCE DISTINCTIVE
CRUISING IN A CARVER YACHT

Contact your nearest Carver dealership for a personal introduction.

Carver dealers are dedicated, knowledgeable, and experienced, and

can help you choose the perfect boat to suit your lifestyle.

Propulsion system warranties vary in terms and protection. Consult your dealer for specific warranty information. Carver reserves the right to change without notice price, color, materials,

equipment specifications or models. Models may also be discontinued without obligation to previous purchasers. Pictured models may include optional equipment. Always operate your

boat taking appropriate safety precautions. Consult your owner’s manual. *Conditions apply. See your dealer for a copy of Carver’s 2005 Limited Warranty. Carver and Voyager are 

registered trademarks of Carver Industries, L.L.C. ©2004 Carver Boat Corporation, L.L.C, a subsidiary of Genmar Holdings, Inc. All rights reserved. Litho in U.S.A.
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38 Super Sport



DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 38 SUPER SPORT 

LOA (w/platform) 39'11" 12,17 m
Beam 13'5" 4,09 m
Draft 28" 0,711 m
Bridge Clearance w/arch 14'1" 4,29 m
Weight (w/fuel and water) 25,839 lbs. 11720,57 kg
Water System 86 U.S. gals. 325,54 liters
Holding System 25 U.S. gals. 94,64 liters
Fuel System 334 U.S. gals. 1264 liters
Sleeps 4
(All specifications and measurements are approximate.)

Good looks combined with great fun. Some boats are just born with

it, and Carver’s new 38 Super Sport is among those privileged vessels

that truly have it all. And so will anyone who owns her. 

Irresistibly playful and highly versatile, the new 38 Super Sport 

contains all the elements of fun. With an extraordinary sport package

option that converts the yacht to a sport-fisher, it’s no accident that

“super” is part of her name. Add to this a host of amenities and luxurious

accommodations, and you’ll soon have a long list of attributes that

likewise support her distinguished designation. 

To be sure, there’s plenty of room to relax on the bridge, in the 

salon, and throughout both staterooms. The interior is strikingly

complemented by designer décor that’s as durable as it is attractive,

and includes beautifully crafted cherry wood. On deck and overall

are Carver’s quality construction features to ensure stalwart cruising

and set the stage for memories that will last a lifetime.    

The new 38 Super Sport adds a new dimension to versatility.

Whether you choose it for cruising or prefer its sport package, 

her multifunctional personality is sure to suit your style. Thanks to so

many updates and upgrades, each activity gets off to a great start,

and every celebration ends in good fun.

38S u p e r  S p o r tReady From the Word Go
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38 BRIDGE / COCKPIT

The 38’s sizeable cockpit is destined to be the center of

attention and activity. Its remarkable roominess lets you

maximize your entertainment options thanks to plenty of

space to sit and simply hang out. Or pick up the pace 

and launch your favorite water activities. A welcome swim

platform conveniently adds to the aquatic enjoyment. 

If fishing is indeed your passionate pastime, then the 

38’s optional sport package is well worth considering. 

It includes four rod holders in the deck coaming, five rod

holders on the bridge, two in-deck and insulated fish boxes,

and a bait well with pump integrated in the transom. 

The cockpit’s generous size also allows this special package

to include reinforcement for a fighting chair and outriggers. 

Atop the spacious bridge, there’s comfortable and ample

seating for passengers to relax and enjoy the voyage. A wet

bar beckons and a lounge accommodates four adults while

offering the added convenience of storage beneath. The

lounge is stationed just forward of the helm and immediately

behind the windshield. Here, passengers can fully experience

the exhilaration of the 38 racing across the waves. The dash

offers a convenient slide-out table for cocktails, meals, 

or serves as a sunny spot for writing postcards.

38 MASTER / GUEST STATEROOM

Step down the companionway to the stateroom level and

prepare to discover all the comforts required for total 

rest and relaxation. Two warm and gracious staterooms

welcome weary ones, and the solid cherry wood doors on

each ensure no one will be disturbed. 

The master stateroom is richly styled and features a queen

berth, along with elegant nightstands. Ample storage 

cabinets, two hanging lockers, and a sizeable storage

drawer neatly stow all belongings for either short or

extended voyages. The master also has private access to

the head, which includes a stylish vanity, as well as a 

separate water closet/shower stall. Another head door

opens to the hallway providing access for guests.   

The versatile guest stateroom accommodates friends or

family with equal ease. It features a double berth that converts

to twins by way of a removable center filler. Storage

beneath the mattresses, along with three storage cabinets

gives guests room to easily organize all their belongings. 
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38 SALON / GALLEY

Mother always said that it’s what’s inside that counts, and the 

38’s exceedingly accommodating interior pays tribute to mom’s

wisdom 10 times over. Immediately noticeable is the abundance of

ambient light thanks to Carver’s two-tiered window architecture,

which allows generous views throughout the salon and galley level. 

Nowhere is the scenery more spectacularly enjoyed than at the

raised dinette and L-shaped lounge, which offers a nearly 360º

outside view. The dinette’s cherry wood table and plush seating

encourages long dinner conversations and even longer card

nights. Comfort continues in a carpeted salon that features an 

inviting sofa and a fine entertainment group, complete with 

20'' LCD TV, DVD, AM/FM/CD stereo, and satellite radio system. 

On top of all those good looks is a galley that truly performs.

Solid-surface countertops provide the ideal work surface, while

the wood plank flooring offers easy cleanup. A built-in convection

oven/microwave/grill and an electric range lend variety to the

chef’s cooking options. There’s a coffeemaker, of course, along

with ample cabinets and drawers all intelligently positioned. 

And whether you entertain often or just need to keep the troops

happy, the galley’s side-by-side refrigerator/freezer gives you as

much storage space as a standard upright model.



38 SALON / GALLEY
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38 Super Sport
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33 Super Sport



DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 33 SUPER SPORT 

LOA (w/platform) 37'3" 11,66 m
Beam 13'1" 4,00 m
Draft 37" 0,94 m
Bridge Clearance w/arch 14'8" 4,47 m
Weight (w/fuel and water) 21,753 lbs. 9867,16 kg
Water System 78 U.S. gals. 295,26 liters
Holding System 37.5 U.S. gals. 142,00 liters
Fuel System 311 U.S. gals. 1177,26 liters
Sleeps 4 (5 optional)
(All specifications and measurements are approximate and are subject to change.)

Dreaming of owning a luxury yacht? The new 33 Super Sport is

turning dreams into affordable reality. The abundant amenities and

supreme appointments in the newest Carver Yacht are proof positive

that big surprises can indeed come in smaller packages. 

With generous exterior and interior spaces, the 33 Super Sport

provides an extraordinary escape from the ordinary express-cruiser

experience. This true departure begins on the roomy command bridge,

where enjoying the great view with family and friends is always a top

priority. But that’s only the beginning. The large, full-beam salon

maximizes interior volume and generates reactions of surprise and

disbelief over the vessel’s 33 feet. The wide walk-around decks and

high bow rails—Carver signature features—also make the 33 Super

Sport both manageable and majestic. 

The exterior’s contemporary styling is but a hint at the designer

updates that wait within the 33’s spacious interior. You’ll find highly

livable comfort in both the salon and well-appointed stateroom. The

yacht’s sizeable living space is further emphasized by the fully

equipped galley and face-to-face dinette. 

More than 100 cubic feet of interior contained storage, and 70 cubic

feet of storage outside, have been intelligently integrated into this

remarkable Carver. Beautiful craftsmanship and standard features like

air conditioning, generator, and a first-rate entertainment system

confirm that the 33 has all the elements you’d expect in a yacht twice

the size.

With so much elegance, livability, and roominess, this new model puts

the dream of yacht ownership within your reach. So go all out, without

going overboard. On the new 33 Super Sport.

33S u p e r  S p o r t

Extraordinary Luxury and Exceptional Value
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33 BRIDGE / COCKPIT

When the journey is what really matters, then this is the

bridge that makes every voyage matter the most. Its

comfortable lounge with seating for four, stationed just

forward of the helm, invites passengers to sit back and enjoy

the ultimate vantage point. The stylish and adjustable helm

chair is joined by an equally comfortable companion seat.

At the helm, the captain takes easy control thanks to reliable

instrumentation nestled within burled walnut-accented

dash. With beverage holders, five storage lockers, and two

stereo speakers, the hospitable bridge ensures that every

outing will be underway in both comfort and style. 

When you’re ready to anchor, an integrated staircase leads

to an expansive cockpit where nonstop fun awaits. A water-

lover’s swim platform offers activity options that are only

limited by your imagination.
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33 SALON / GALLEY

Elegance and comfort await behind the sliding, tinted glass door

that leads from the cockpit into the gracious salon. One step inside

the full-beam salon and you’ll immediately sense the ultimate space

made for living. Updated décor includes designer fabrics, while

beautiful cherry wood cabinetry provides ample storage. Sure to be

a favorite relaxation spot, the sofa offers double recliners, as well as

a sleeper option or additional storage beneath. Rounding out the

comfort features is an entertainment group with a 20" flat-screen

TV and DVD player. 

No need to fantasize about having a fully appointed galley. This one

comes complete—glass-top electric range, upright refrigerator/

freezer, and gorgeous yet practical Corian® solid-surface

countertops. The clever built-in microwave oven with an integrated

coffeemaker provides both culinary options and treasured space

savings. In fact, at every turn, every inch of space is cleverly

maximized to provide an extraordinary amount of welcome storage.

In a remarkable feat that combines both beauty and utility, the

galley’s handcrafted cherry cabinetry delivers abundant space for

storing cooking essentials and so much more. 

The oversized, face-to-face dinette with bench seats does double

duty, providing the perfect mealtime setting for four, while also

converting to a double berth for overnight guests or family. 

33 STATEROOM / HEAD

When you’re ready for that dreamlike state, an ideal

stateroom awaits. Behind the solid cherry wood door lies

an island berth with walk-around room to afford easy

access from both sides. A queen-size mattress is perfect

for an afternoon snooze or all-night slumber. The

overhead hatch with screen adds to the comfort level,

letting in ambient light or cool, offshore breezes. And

bring along as much as you want—there’s plenty of

storage thanks to surround shelves, two hanging lockers,

and seven generous cabinets. 

The head, with private and companionway access, also has

solid cherry wood doors to extend the element of privacy.

The well-lit space includes a separate, fully enclosed

shower stall with integral bench seat, and a stylish vanity

that’s complemented by a mirrored medicine cabinet. Brass

and chrome hardware provide dramatic accents and add to

the luxury of this private space.
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41 Cockpit Motor Yacht



DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 41 COCKPIT MOTOR YACHT 

LOA (w/platform) 42'11" 13,08 m
Beam 13'5" 4,09 m
Draft 31" 0,79 m
Bridge Clearance w/arch 15'1" 4,59 m
Weight (w/fuel and water) 24,717 lbs. 11211,63 kg
Water System 81 U.S. gals. 306,62 liters
Holding System 50 U.S. gals. 189,27 liters
Fuel System 360 U.S. gals. 1362,74 liters
Sleeps 4 (5 optional)
(All specifications and measurements are approximate and are subject to change.)

Outfitted to Outplay

Gather your guests on the aft deck and toast the sunset, or round up

the kids and break out the water toys. The extended cockpit on the

new 41 Cockpit Motor Yacht offers plenty of room for both stylish

entertainment and aquatic activities. What’s more, its well-appointed

environments and updated amenities will change the playing field of

what yacht owners can expect from a high-quality, intelligently

designed leisure vessel. 

The cockpit is a key element to all-out recreational enjoyment. Its

inviting sunlit space and tempting swim platform promise to deliver

winning options in yachting fun and the ultimate way to tailgate.

Family fun or social activities also kick off easily in the open salon, on

the shaded aft deck, or atop the spacious bridge.

The popular en suite arrangement of Carver’s Motor Yacht series,

combined with the inviting calm of the designer décor on the 

new 41, make calling it a day an absolute pleasure. Two comfortable

staterooms and two heads are separated by the entire length of the

yacht for welcome privacy.

Contemporary updates and classic design team up to make Carver’s

latest model an unbeatable choice in cruising pleasure. With so many

areas for entertaining and so much comfort throughout, the new 

41 Cockpit Motor Yacht is sure to create an avid following.

41C o c k p i t  M o t o r  Ya c h t  
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41 COCKPIT / AFT / BRIDGE 

The 41 offers lots of space and conveniences for all those

outside interests starting with the cockpit. It features

both boarding access and direct access to the master

stateroom, courtesy of a tinted-glass sliding door. In

addition to the numerous activities the cockpit will surely

launch, an integral stairway leads to a welcome aft deck

for more entertainment possibilities. 

The aft deck features a lounge that comfortably

accommodates six adults, along with a hardtop that

shades the entire area. A storage locker is included, or

choose an optional icemaker in its place. 

High atop the bridge, the outdoor fun continues. A

comfy L-shaped lounge is punctuated by a wet bar with

an integral sink. Storage beneath the lounge and

underneath the bar easily stows party supplies, yachting

provisions, or other entertaining essentials. And a

companion seat flanks the all-important captain’s chair

for great views in great comfort. 
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41 SALON / GALLEY

For some quality downtime, head below and relax in the

open and cheerful salon. It houses such creature comforts as

an L-shaped lounge with stowaway bed, an inviting chair,

and a first-rate entertainment group complete with 20" LCD

TV, DVD, AM/FM/CD stereo, and satellite radio system.

Designer décor, cherry wood countertops, and decorator

pillows all serve to give the space definite panache. 

The fully equipped galley caters to any celebration and

includes all the essentials, starting with ever practical,

always beautiful, solid-surface countertops. Top-performing

appliances are also featured. Sear or simmer with the built-

in microwave/convection oven and an electric range. For

additional space-conscious amenities there’s a recessed

coffeemaker and a side-by-side refrigerator/freezer under

counter. The dinette with double bench seating provides

the perfect place for good meals and great company.

41 MASTER / GUEST STATEROOM

Updated elegance awaits in the two staterooms, which

feature offset berths and solid cherry wood doors for

added privacy. The tranquil master stateroom is a

relaxed and generous space that’s as beautiful as it is

comfortable. Cherry wood nightstands embrace the

double island berth, and an interior screen on the sliding

cockpit door lets in cool breezes along with the gentle

sound of lapping waves. Storage drawers, cabinets, and

two hanging lockers provide ample room to stow all

those belongings while under way. A master head lends

further privacy and includes a shower stall with integral

bench seat and a stylish vanity.

Guests will delight in their own quiet retreat on the

opposite end of the yacht. Beautifully styled with

gleaming cherry wood and attractively decorated in

designer fabrics, this stateroom offers a soul-soothing

environment. Here, guests will step up to dreamland on

a double berth and have easy access to the forward head.
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41 Cockpit Motor Yacht


